Introduction
The first optical instrument, other than the window and plane mirror, was no doubt the camera obscura, or pinhole camera, which was evidently known before the publication of della Porta ca. 1600.' The pinhole camera still has a number of advantages over more sophisticated optics in applications where resolution is not a major factor. It may often be overlooked because of its apparent simplicity. Nevertheless, the pinhole camera offers complete freedom from linear distortion, virtually infinite depth of field, and an angular field that can be made to exceed 900. With the high sensitivity of modern film and detectors, even the pinhole's low aperture (say, f/200) need not be an important limitation.
Recently, the pinhole camera has seen a number of applications. Newman and Rible reported a pinhole array camera for use in manufacturing integrated circuits.' Their 8 X 8 array of pinholes was designed to eliminate the step-and-repeat camera and to produce a 64-image mask with a single exposure. They recorded lines as fine as 12.5 ,in. Gallas and co-workers used a pinhole television camera for a flight simulator which required both large depth of field and large angular field. 3 4 To attain clarity from 7.6 cm to 7.6 m, they chose pinhole optics over a more conventional automatic focusing system. Bernstein and Hai developed an x-ray pinhole camera for use where other optics was unavailable., They recorded timeresolved photographs of the x-ray emission from a plasma device. Waddell has cited additional applications of pinhole optics, including a high speed camera
The author is with the Electrophysics Division, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12181. built around a rotating drum perforated with pinholes, a photographically coded flight recorder, and a ballistic attitude recorder for use in rocketry.' Finally, I have found the pinhole camera to be a useful teaching tool in explaining and illustrating concepts such as limit of resolution, as well as the relationship between ray approximation and physical optics.
Pinholes suitable for such optical applications are very easily etched 2 or made with a punch 4 or hand sewing needle. For another purpose, I once made a precision array of 25-sum pinholes in thin brass shim stock by putting a needle in a milling machine and using the feeds on the machine to position the brass and to punch the holes against a freshly faced-off block of lead. When the holes had been deburred, carefully reamed with a needle point, and cleaned, they turned out to be accurately the required size.
An over-all look at the pinhole camera is found in an excellent paper by Selwyn, 7 who shows (with virtually no mathematics) that light passing through the pinhole should in a sense be focused, but that the pinhole camera suffers from certain aberrations. He derives the optimum size for the pinhole by finding the relative irradiance at the center of the image of a point.
Martin assumes that the best pinhole includes a single
Fresnel zone and arrives at substantially the same result as Selwyn. 8 Others 9 ," consider the limiting cases of large and small pinholes, using ray optics and Fraunhofer diffraction, respectively, and in this way estimate the optimum pinhole diameter.
The pinhole camera has also been used to illustrate new theoretical techniques." In addition, Swing and Rooney have derived a general transfer function for the pinhole camera operating on axis and presented results to substantiate their work. 12 The purpose of this paper is to extend the earlier work to include a wide range of focal lengths and offaxis operation, as well as to review some of the important results of others. 
Theory

Point Images
In this paper, we apply a simple theory based on examination of the two limiting cases of a large and a small pinhole. The image of a point is taken to be a spot, whose radius we call r. The image of an extended object is a collection of point images, each of which represents approximately the limit of resolution. A standard approach to pinhole imagery is to consider a point object at infinity, as shown in Fig. 1 . A hole is cut into an opaque screen and a shadow cast onto a viewing screen a distance f away. The bright spot in the center of the shadow is the image of the point, and f may be called the focal length of the pinhole camera.
In some ways the best pinhole is the one that produces the smallest point image. When the pinhole radius s is large, the image is a uniform disk which is just the geometrical shadow of the pinhole. Thus, the radius r of the image is equal to the pinhole radius: r = s. On the other hand, when the pinhole is small, the image shows a significant ringlike structure, indicating that geometrical optics does not pertain. The image, which must be described by physical optics, is either a Fresnel or a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the pinhole. When Fraunhofer diffraction pertains, r is inversely proportional to s. For a circular hole, r = 0.61Xf/s. The optimum pinhole size will be a compromise between the large spot produced by a large hole and that produced by Fraunhofer diffraction from a small hole. The smallest image thus occurs roughly where the geometrical optics and Fraunhofer diffraction approximations give the same result, SI 0.61Xf.
As Ref. 3 shows, there has been much theoretical work devoted to finding a more precise value for the optimum pinhole size. The arguments used are basically similar to that in the preceding paragraph. Because they relate uniform geometrical shadows with Fraunhofer diffraction patterns, these arguments are only approximate in nature. The precise pinhole size that yields best resolution should therefore be determined experimentally.
Finite Conjugates
In work with a pinhole camera for certain applications we may well be interested in its performance when the object point is at a finite distance p as in Fig. 2 .
In this case, we call the image distance q and define the operating focal length of the camera by 1/f = (1/p) + (1/q). It is further convenient to define the radius g of the geometrical shadow and to measure focal lengths in terms of the far-field distance f' = s/X. (Note the distinction between the operating focal length f of the camera and s'/\, which could be called the focal length of the pinhole.) Applying the same reasoning as before, we find that when the hole is small (p,q > S/X), the image size r can be expressed in normalized fashion as p = r/g = 0.61q5, where p is the image radius in units of g and 4 = f/f' is the focal length in units of SI/X. Similarly, in geometrical optics approximation (p,q << s/X), r = g, or p = 1, independent of .
If we were to plot p against 4 in both approximations, we would find the transition between the geometrical and physical optics approximations to occur near f = s2/X, as we might have guessed, even though the quantity defined as f is not obviously the focal length of the camera. In view of this definition of f, however, we can apply all the standard formulas of lens optics (magnification, effective f/number, etc.) to pinhole optics.
A more rigorous analysis of the pinhole camera can can be made using the Fresnel integrals, 1 3 which describe the behavior for all f, but in particular for f -s'/X. Although I shall not demonstrate this, it is not difficult to use Fresnel's integrals to show that the distribution of light in the image is a function only of 4), as suggested directly above. Thus, by expressing image size and focal length in normalized variables, we are able to describe all possibilities with relatively few observations.
When resolution between point or line objects is important, the resolution limit is generally taken as the radius r of the point image. For the case 4) > 1 this is the familiar Rayleigh criterion. When 4 < 1 (geometrical optics), the light is distributed uniformly throughout the point image, and this criterion does not necessarily apply. Looking ahead to the experiment, we shall take the resolution limit to be 1.5g (not g) in geometrical approximation.
Aberrations
One of the advantages of pinhole optics over lens optics is freedom from linear distortion. On the basis of geometrical or ray optics, the pinhole is obviously free from distortion, and Selwyn has used a simple argument based on Fermat's principle to show that the wave theory also predicts distortion-free imagery. On the other hand, the pinhole does suffer from chromatic aberration. To see this, we have only to note that the optimum focal length for a given aperture is on the order of s/X, and that wavelength varies (in the visible) by 20%. It is a simple matter to estimate the amount of transverse chromatic aberration from data presented later, and the effect is small.
Another aberration is a form of astigmatism arising in the image of an off-axis object point. This astigmatism comes about because the pinhole appears elliptical when viewed far enough off axis. Since the optimum focal length in one plane then differs rom that in the perpendicular plane, we can also think of this effect as a kind of field curvature.
Choice of pinhole size can, however, reduce aberration. Imagine a point object to be moved in a horizontal plane until it is off axis by an angle a. Then the pinhole appears to have horizontal dimension s cosa, while its vertical dimension remains s. Where geometrical approximation is valid, resolution along a horizontal line is improved, while it is worsened where Fraunhofer diffraction is appropriate. Thus, for a given angle and focal length there ought to be a pinhole size for which there is no astigmatism. As we shall see, this pinhole size satisfies the relation (s cosa)'/ X < f < s/X. Careful choice of pinhole size can produce an image with little astigmatism over a very large angular field.
Photometry
The irradiance (or illuminance) in the image plane of the pinhole camera will depend on the f/number a than the irradiance on axis. The angular field that we can use may depend on our ability to tolerate or to correct a large variation in exposure between the center and the edge of the image plane. For example, if we accept a difference of two f/stops, cos 4 a = , and the total allowable field is 2a = 900. A curved film plane reduces the cos 4 law to a simple cos law and may allow fields wider than 90°. Figure 3 shows an arrangement used to study pinhole optics. The light source Q is a 650-W quartz-iodine lamp of the sort used for amateur movies. The lamp was enclosed in a metal box and cooled with forced air. These lamps run extremely hot, and a small distilled water tank and a heat-absorbing filter were necessary to remove most of the infrared from the beam. The target was illuminated through a ground glass and a gelatin filter that provided more or less monochromatic light at 0.5 ,m (5000 A). If the pinhole is expanded to gain exposure, is reduced. When 4 is below 0.5, resolution is that predicted by ray optics. At approximately this point, spurious resolution becomes evident, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , in which 4 is about 0.4. The sets of three bars are unresolved, but many appear as sets of two bars. Spurious resolution can be explained by geometrical optics, 14 and these results suggest that this type of spurious resolution is purely a geometrical effect which arises from overlapping of adjacent unresolved bar images.
Experiment
Depth of Field
The pinhole camera's remarkable depth of field can be appreciated by considering a camera focused at infinity with the pinhole chosen for best resolution; that is, 4 = 1 or q = 2 /X (refer to Fig. 2 ). According to Fig. 4 , the image resolution limit is about 0.7s, since s = g in this case. For nearby objects, the camera behaves as if 4 < 1. Figure 4 shows that the resolution limit never exceeds 1.5g in this region. For objects distance a q away, g will be 2s, so the resolution limit in the image will be about 3s, only four times the value of 0.7s. But the object, being nearby, is magnified more than are distant objects. This reduces the effect of degrading image resolution and allows us to speak of very large depth of field.
Things are more complicated when the pinhole is optimized for small p, but it is clear from the previous argument that depth of field is considerable.
Astigmatism
I took a second set of data with the pinhole rotated about a vertical axis, so that the target was located 45°o ff the pinhole axis. (Because the geometrical shadow is used as a normalizing factor, it was not necessary to make the observation plane parallel with the plane of the pinhole.) A one-dimensional theory suggests that the resolution of horizontal bars would be unchanged, and that of vertical bars found by replacing s with s cos45 = 0.7s. The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows the resolution predicted accordingly for vertical bars, day. Figure 7 reproduces a snapshot of a continuous tone object taken with this camera, and shows the kind of soft focus and considerable depth of field that are inherent in the pinhole camera.
Conclusion
I have noted that the pinhole camera can usefully be combined with modern light sources and detectors in a number of relatively specialized applications.
(If a laser source is used, we can anticipate that image quality will be worsened by a factor of 2 or more. '1) To help examine the capability of the instrument under different conditions, I have introduced the focal length of the camera, defined by the object and image distances. The camera gives best resolution when this focal length is equal to the focal length s 2 /X of the pinhole itself.
Because the resolution limit can be made at least as small as the pinhole, it is theoretically possible to achieve any on-axis image resolution. This can be done by first choosing a pinhole sufficiently small and then fixing the focal length of the camera at s/X. If the pinhole is small, then the focal length will be short and the image itself small. Object resolution will still be low, since it is, after all, limited by diffraction from a pinhole with a high f/number.
Choice of pinhole diameter fixes both focal length and format, and a compromise will likely be necessary. Often the best pinhole will be the one with the highest aperture that will give the required resolution. If spurious resolution must be avoided, must exceed 0.5.
In wide-angle applications, the same criteria hold, except where astimatism cannot be tolerated. In that case, Fig. 6 suggests that be chosen somewhat above the mean of cos
